Making bright ideas brilliant.

Announcing new Webinar Series on Maximizing Production Economics in Thermal Processing
Sign up for our first session on June 5th on designing with energy efficiency in mind to help drive lower operating costs and improved operations.

Harper Wins Two Contracts for UHT Furnaces and Microlines
Strengthening its position as the leader in Carbon Fiber, Harper wins projects for Ultra High Temperature furnace rated to 2800°C for the production of high modulus fiber, as well as a complete research scale process line. Read more about our Microlines...

Seeing is Believing - get an Interactive Rotary Furnace tour
Check out why Harper's Rotary Furnace systems offer the most versatile and comprehensive solution for high temperature processing of advanced materials.
Harper to Exhibit at World's Largest Chemical Engineering Show
We hope you'll be joining us along with 4000 other exhibitors at ACHEMA in Frankfurt, Germany. We are excited to present innovations with our Rotary Tube and other furnace designs, including energy efficiency techniques and mixing technologies. Contact us today to schedule a meeting.

Follow the Path to a Greener Future
Have you heard about Beacon yet? As the world's only offering for carbon fiber manufacturers to evaluate the carbon footprint of their manufacturing facility and develop plans for improvement, we're leading the way in industry innovations.

Harper Happenings
Check out where you can see us soon!

**Powdermet**
June 10-13
Booth 220
Check out our Poster Presentation!

**ACHEMA**
June 18-22
Hall 6.1, Stand D.18

**ICC4 Ceramics Congress**
July 15-19
Booth 210

For more information, visit harperintl.com or contact us.